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COVID-19
(Coronavirus)
Impact Update

IBISWorld's analysts constantly monitor the industry impacts of current events in real-time – here is an update of
how this industry is likely to be impacted as a result of the global COVID-19 pandemic:

· Revenue for the Roofing Contractors industry in Canada is expected to decrease in 2020 due to the COVID-19
(coronavirus) pandemic. For more detail, please see the Current Performance chapter.

· Some of the industry's major market segments are projected to decrease in 2020 due to the coronavirus pandemic.
For more detail, please see the Major Markets chapter.

· Industry profit is projected to decrease in 2020 due to the industry's more difficult operating conditions in light of the
coronavirus pandemic. For more detail, please see the Cost Structure Benchmarks chapter.
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About IBISWorld
IBISWorld specializes in industry research with coverage on thousands of global industries. Our comprehensive data and in-depth analysis help
businesses of all types gain quick and actionable insights on industries around the world. Busy professionals can spend less time researching
and preparing for meetings, and more time focused on making strategic business decisions that benefit you, your company and your clients. We
offer research on industries in the US, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Germany, the UK, Ireland, China and Mexico, as well as industries that
are truly global in nature.
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About This Industry
Industry Definition The Roofing Contractors industry in Canada installs roofing, siding, sheet metal and roof drainage systems, such as

downspouts and gutters. Activities also include treating roofs (e.g. spraying, painting or coating), coppersmithing,
tinsmithing, installing skylights, installing metal ceilings, flashing, ductwork and capping. Duties performed include
new work, additions, alterations, maintenance and repairs.

Major Players There are no major players in this industry

Main Activities The primary activities of this industry are:

Installing ceramic or concrete tiles, slate or shingles

Installing single-ply, built-up, metal, liquid and modified bitumen roofing systems

Installing, repairing and replacing gutters and downpipes

Installing sheet metal

Replacing broken tiles and shingles

Securing flashings and cappings and repairing leaks

Repairing capping in cement or acrylic mortar

Applying roof sealer compounds and cleaning existing roof materials

Installing engineered wood, brick, vinyl, aluminum and fibre cement siding

Installing soffit under easement fascias

The major products and services in this industry are:

Steep-slope roofs

Low-slope roofs

Single-ply roofs

Other
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Supply Chain

SIMILAR INDUSTRIES

Concrete Contractors in Canada Steel Framing in Canada Wood Panelling Manufacturing in
Canada

Steel Rolling & Drawing in Canada

       

       

RELATED INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIES

Roofing Contractors in the US Roofing Services in Australia Building Construction in China Roofing Activities in the UK

Concreting, Bricklaying and
Roofing Services in New Zealand
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Industry at a Glance
Key Statistics

$9.0bn
Revenue

Annual Growth

2015–2020

-1.1%

Annual Growth

2020–2025

3.1%

Annual Growth

2015–2025

 

$567.6m
Profit

Annual Growth

2015–2020

-6.4%

  Annual Growth

2015–2020

 

6.3%
Profit Margin

Annual Growth

2015–2020

-2.0pp

  Annual Growth

2015–2020

 

8,633
Businesses

Annual Growth

2015–2020

1.8%

Annual Growth

2020–2025

2.5%

Annual Growth

2015–2025

 

36,104
Employment

Annual Growth

2015–2020

-0.6%

Annual Growth

2020–2025

2.5%

Annual Growth

2015–2025

 

$2.1bn
Wages

Annual Growth

2015–2020

0.4%

Annual Growth

2020–2025

2.6%

Annual Growth

2015–2025

Key External Drivers % = 2015–20 Annual Growth

3.8%
Corporate profit

-2.6%
Value of nonresidential
construction

2.2%
Housing starts

0.3%
Residential renovation
expenditure

 
Industry Structure

POSITIVE IMPACT

  Capital Intensity
Low   Concentration

Low

  Industry Globalization
Low / Steady

MIXED IMPACT

  Life Cycle
Mature   Revenue Volatility

Medium

  Regulation & Policy
Medium / Increasing   Technology Change

Medium

NEGATIVE IMPACT

  Industry Assistance
Low / Steady   Barriers to Entry

Low / Steady

  Competition
High / Steady

 

Key Trends

 There has been a shift in sentiment toward nontraditional
roofing systems

 The industry has been pressed to modify its products and
services

 Demand for green and sustainably constructed roofs has
increased

 Demand for green and sustainable roofing services is
expected to rise

 Oil prices are positively correlated with other industry-
relevant inputs

 The green construction market is expected to grow

 The promotion of LEED-certified buildings has benefited the
industry despite its struggles
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Products & Services Segmentation

 
Major Players

There are no major players in this industry
SWOT

STRENGTHS

  Low Imports

  High Profit vs. Sector Average

  Low Product/Service Concentration

  Low Capital Requirements

   

WEAKNESSES

  Low & Steady Barriers to Entry

  Low & Steady Level of Assistance

  High Competition

  High Customer Class Concentration

  Low Revenue per Employee

   

OPPORTUNITIES

  High Revenue Growth (2020-2025)

  High Performance Drivers

  Corporate profit

   

THREATS

  Low Revenue Growth (2005-2020)

  Low Revenue Growth (2015-2020)

  Low Outlier Growth

  Housing starts
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Executive Summary Raise the roof: Rising corporate profit is expected to encourage business
expansion, spurring industry demand

The Roofing Contractors industry in Canada has struggled over the five years to 2020. Although demand from
nonresidential markets was strong prior to the beginning of the five-year period, the collapse in commodity prices
and the ensuing recession in commodity-reliant provinces hampered investment in nonresidential construction. This
culminated in the industry contracting 1.6% and 2.0% in 2016 and 2017, respectively. Plus, nonresidential
construction investment declined an annualized 3.8% over the five years to 2020, and the COVID-19 (coronavirus)
pandemic in addition to the mandated closure of nonessential businesses by the federal government, of which
roofing contractors are a part, have further decreased industry revenue prospects. As businesses begin reopening,
demand for industry services is still projected to remain low as consumers are wary of hiring operators in a
challenging economic climate. As a result, over the five years to 2020, industry revenue is projected to decline an
annualized 1.1% to $9.0 billion, including a decline of 7.1% in 2020 alone. Industry profitability is also anticipated to
suffer for the same reasons.

With a growing number of energy-efficient materials available in the market, many provinces have tightened their
building codes to promote their use. Tax subsidies and operating cost savings from offering more sustainable
products have supported this trend. For example, many roofing contractors have implemented cost-reduction
strategies including prefabrication and mechanization. Additionally, the promotion of Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED)-certified buildings has benefited the industry despite its struggles. LEED buildings are
evaluated based on the materials used in construction, with an emphasis on sustainable products. Since these
goods are typically more expensive than their traditional counterparts, such rules have prevented revenue from
easily bouncing back.

Despite the industry's short-term difficulties, the Canadian economy is projected to recover over the five years to
2025, with the industry expected to recover in turn. With the collapse of commodity prices in the rear view, rising
corporate profit is expected to encourage business expansion, bolstering nonresidential construction and spurring
industry demand. Additionally, residential renovation expenditure is expected to rise as homeowners upgrade their
houses to be more energy efficient. Overall, industry revenue is forecast to grow an annualized 3.1% to $10.5 billion
over the five years to 2025.
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Industry Performance

Key External
Drivers

Residential renovation expenditure

Residential renovation expenditure has trended upward over the five years to 2020. Homeowners who now have
more access to cash and equity are able to funnel money back into their homes through roof and siding renovations
and upgrades. Residential renovation expenditure is expected to decrease in 2020, though it is expected to
represent an opportunity for the industry as it is usually less volatile than the value of residential construction.

 

Housing starts

Revenue for the Canadian Roofing Contractors industry partly relies on subcontracting projects on new residential
construction, as roofing is a key component of new housing projects. Therefore, as housing starts increase, demand
for roofing services increases as well. The number of housing starts is expected to decrease in 2020, posing a
potential threat to the industry.

 

Value of nonresidential construction

Private nonresidential spending, which includes spending on roofing for office buildings, hospitals and factories,
typically lags residential construction and the general economy, due to the long build times involved. The value of
nonresidential construction is expected to decrease in 2020.

 

Corporate profit

Companies' profitability typically drives spending on new office structures, expansions and renovations. When
corporate profit is squeezed, often as a result of lower consumer spending, businesses are reluctant to partake in
discretionary building activities, thus reducing demand for roofing contractors. Corporate profit is expected to
decrease in 2020.
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Current
Performance

The Roofing Contractors industry in Canada performs the installation,
maintenance and repair of the external cladding of buildings in both the
residential and the nonresidential construction markets.

Over the five years to 2020, industry revenue is projected to decrease an annualized 1.1% to $9.0 billion. This
includes a projected decline of 7.1% in 2020 alone due to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic in Canada.
Although nonessential businesses are now beginning to reopen across the country, the government's mandated
closure of nonessential businesses in an attempt to halt the spread of the coronavirus greatly hurts revenue
prospects for industry operators. Moreover, individuals and families complying with social distancing protocols have
largely held off on hiring the services of industry operators, wary of catching the coronavirus by interacting with
unknown individuals. Additionally, decreased consumer spending and per capita disposable income have both
hindered the ability of downstream consumers and businesses to take advantage of the services provided by
industry operators, underscoring the industry's short-term contraction.

While businesses undertook expansion projects at the beginning of the period, this expansionary activity tapered off
midway in the mining, quarrying, oil and gas extraction sectors. The collapse in commodity prices between late
2014, prior to the beginning of the period, and 2016 severely hampered many operators. However, a weak dollar
spurred foreign demand for Canadian goods, prompting manufacturers to expand their stock of buildings used in
producing and shipping products. This helped to somewhat insulate businesses that were not commodity intensive.
However, decreased investment in new structures, primarily due to the energy sector's struggles, has weighed on
demand. To this end, over the five years to 2020, IBISWorld projects the value of nonresidential construction will
decline at an annualized rate of 3.8%.

Slightly supporting industry growth during the period despite the industry's ultimate annualized decline in revenue is
the National Energy Code of Canada for Buildings 2017, which set new energy efficiency standards for all new
buildings and additions. According to National Research Council Canada, the new code represents potential energy
efficiency improvements ranging between 10.3% and 14.4% over the 2011 iteration. Though these standards are
nonbinding unless adopted and enforced by individual provinces, a survey from the Canada Green Building Council
(CaGBC) finds that over half of polled companies cited government mandates as an important reason for choosing
energy-efficient construction materials in their buildings. Since green and energy-efficient projects are typically more
expensive than those that use traditional construction materials and techniques, the enhanced standards have kept
industry revenue afloat since their implementation, guarding against more pronounced revenue declines.

NONTRADITIONAL SYSTEMS BECOMING MORE TRADITIONAL

Over the past decade, there has been a significant shift in sentiment
toward nontraditional roofing systems.

These systems offer flexibility, manufacturing quality and uniformity while reducing load requirements and lowering
overall installation costs. Other nontraditional systems, such as energy-efficient or green roofing systems, remain a
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major growth segment and are supported by CaGBC initiatives. Products such as solar panels, white membranes
and white elastomeric coatings provide significant energy cost savings over time, which is a key consideration for
many commercial property owners seeking to reduce costs. Owners of commercial buildings have also invested in
garden roofs, which involve planting vegetation on larger, low-slope roofs to absorb rainwater and reduce heating
and air-conditioning costs. The industry has expanded amid the proliferation of nontraditional roofing systems.
Demand for new cutting-edge roofing services has influenced many operators to enter the industry, and existing
operators to expand wages for their workforces among the adoption of more specialized roofing techniques. Over
the five years to 2020, the number of industry enterprises is expected to grow an annualized 1.8% to 8,633
companies. During the same period, industry wages are projected to increase at an annualized rate of 0.4% to $2.1
billion.

WEATHER EFFECTS

The industry has been pressed to modify its products and services in
response to the rising frequency and severity of major wind and hurricane
events in Canada.

Building codes have been revised to make wind resistance requirements more stringent. Additionally, many
commercial property insurance companies revised the requirements for materials and techniques used in
constructing certain buildings.

Demand for lightweight, flexible and energy-efficient roofing systems, particularly in terms of wind and hurricane
performances, is escalating. According to the Institute for Catastrophic Loss Reduction, damage resulting from
storms has dramatically increased in recent years, leading to loss of life and property across the world. Weather
factors, coupled with increasing building standards, have therefore prompted many customers to upgrade and
remodel their roofing systems, though this has not been enough to offset declines in industry revenue.

INPUT PRICES FALL, BUT PROFIT FAILS TO EXPAND

During the five-year period, demand for green and sustainably
constructed roofs has increased as nonresidential construction projects
have continued adhering to Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED) certification standards.

Government incentives, such as tax credits, have also encouraged the increased use of green and sustainable
materials in construction projects. The prices of major inputs for more energy-efficient products have fallen in recent
years, benefiting the industry. For instance, the price of semiconductors and electronic components, which are key
inputs for solar panels, has fallen over the five years to 2020, and even the price of asphalt, a key input for
traditional roofing, is expected to remain relatively low during the period. However, industry profit has failed to
expand during the five-year period despite lowered input prices, though this is largely the result of the coronavirus
pandemic negative affecting profit in the short term. To this end, in 2020, industry profit, measured as earnings
before interest and taxes, is projected to account for 6.3% of revenue.
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Historical Performance Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

Residential
Renovation

Expenditure
($m)

2011 7,973 2,564 6,891 6,874 37,326 N/A N/A 1,848 N/A 45.4
2012 8,512 2,753 6,815 6,799 37,978 N/A N/A 1,990 N/A 45.9
2013 9,064 2,816 7,156 7,139 37,653 N/A N/A 1,998 N/A 46.7
2014 9,340 2,976 7,662 7,644 37,655 N/A N/A 2,077 N/A 48.4
2015 9,522 3,046 7,920 7,901 37,151 N/A N/A 2,074 N/A 49.1
2016 9,366 2,967 8,206 8,186 36,554 N/A N/A 2,063 N/A 50.6
2017 9,182 2,824 8,322 8,295 36,064 N/A N/A 1,999 N/A 52.3
2018 9,662 3,141 8,896 8,861 37,460 N/A N/A 2,188 N/A 53.0
2019 9,694 3,137 8,696 8,663 37,758 N/A N/A 2,226 N/A 53.2
2020 9,010 2,855 8,638 8,633 36,104 N/A N/A 2,116 N/A 50.4
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Industry Outlook
Outlook Over the five years to 2025, revenue for the Roofing Contractors industry

in Canada is expected by IBISWorld to increase an annualized 3.1% to
$10.5 billion.

Housing starts are anticipated to increase an annualized 1.1% over the five years to 2025 as investment in
residential construction is projected to rise, with the value of residential construction projected to rise an annualized
4.6% as the economy recovers from the worst of the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, which is not projected to
affect the industry in the long run. Furthermore, investment in nonresidential construction is projected to rebound,
growing at an annualized rate of 4.6% over the next five years, despite having experienced a decline over the five
years to 2020. Demand from the commercial and industrial construction markets, as well as increases in residential
renovation expenditure and a fervent interest in new green building technology, will likely support the industry's
expansion.

COMMODITY PRICE PUZZLE

The overall economy is forecast to grow at an annualized rate of 1.6%
over the 10 years to 2025.

Much of this slow growth is attributable to continued low commodity prices, such as the world price of crude oil.
Though the price of oil is expected to increase at an annualized rate of 6.5% over the next five years to US $48.32
per barrel, this is still far below its previous peak of US $105.01 per barrel in 2012, as the price of crude oil
decreased an annualized 7.0% over the five years to 2020.

However, depressed commodity prices are not necessarily bad news for the industry, as oil remains a crucial input
for vast swaths of the Canadian economy, and its price is positively correlated with other industry-relevant inputs
such as asphalt. Low input costs tend to translate into an opportunity to achieve higher profitability. To this end,
industry profit, defined as earnings before interest and taxes, is projected to increase to 7.4% of revenue in 2025.
Moreover, if commodity prices decline at an even more precipitous rate compared with their decline over the past
five years, the industry's input costs will likely decrease further and present an increased opportunity for operators to
boost their respective profit margin. Further, the industry is not only expected to support expansion among existing
operators, but also attract new entrants into the industry. IBISWorld expects the number of industry enterprises to
climb an annualized 2.5% over the next five years, reaching 9,753 companies.

GREEN RENOVATIONS RAISE REVENUE

Over the coming years, the green construction market is expected to grow
as more businesses seek to lower their operating costs and project
goodwill on to a growing environmentally minded consumer class.

According to a 2014 survey of Canadian contractors jointly issued by McGraw-Hill Construction and the Canadian
Green Building Council, half the businesses polled expect that more than 60.0% of their projects will be green by
2017 (latest data available). To promote green initiatives, the federal government and many provincial governments
have provided incentives for individuals, businesses and developers to use sustainable designs and materials for
new construction projects and renovations. According to Construction Canada, at least 29 municipalities across
Canada have Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) programs in place. At the same time, public
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sensitivity regarding environmental issues has dramatically increased. Therefore, demand for green and sustainable
roofing services is expected to rise considerably over the five years to 2025, increasing the industry's profit margin
as this type of contract work garners higher price points in comparison with contract work that is not as
environmentally friendly in nature.

As LEED certification gains traction, sustainable building practices will further influence the market value of
properties, enhancing growth for industry-related services. IBISWorld expects residential renovation expenditure to
increase at an annualized rate of 2.1% over the five years to 2025. Any rise in construction activity is expected to
help in driving industry growth, since newly constructed buildings must adhere to LEED standards. To meet this
projected increase in demand, total industry employment is expected to increase at an annualized rate of 2.5% over
the next five years, reaching 40,764 workers.

Performance Outlook Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

Residential
Renovation

Expenditure
 ($m)

2020 9,010 2,855 8,638 8,633 36,104 N/A N/A 2,116 N/A 50.4
2021 9,366 3,096 8,918 8,909 37,153 N/A N/A 2,182 N/A 52.6
2022 9,790 3,186 9,199 9,182 38,384 N/A N/A 2,260 N/A 53.3
2023 10,064 3,263 9,424 9,381 39,255 N/A N/A 2,313 N/A 54.0
2024 10,278 3,321 9,619 9,556 40,001 N/A N/A 2,358 N/A 55.0
2025 10,481 3,377 9,818 9,753 40,764 N/A N/A 2,404 N/A 56.0
2026 10,699 3,435 9,984 9,899 41,511 N/A N/A 2,449 N/A 57.1

Industry Life Cycle The life cycle stage of this industry is    Mature

LIFE CYCLE REASONS

Roofing products and methods have experienced little change over time

There is wholehearted market acceptance of the industry’s services

Industry operators often compete on the basis of price
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The Roofing Contractors industry in Canada is currently in the mature phase of its economic life cycle. Demand for
roofing and siding installation and maintenance is tied closely to fluctuations that occur in downstream construction
markets. Industry value added (IVA), which measures an industry's contribution to the overall Canadian economy, is
projected to increase at an annualized rate of 1.0% over the 10 years to 2025. Canadian GDP is estimated to grow
an annualized 1.6% during the same period. Although IVA growth that is slower than GDP growth is normally
indicative of a declining industry, the industry experiences the traditional hallmarks of an industry in the mature
stage. The industry's lower IVA growth when compared with that of the Canadian economy is likely the result of the
COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic. In 2020, IVA for the Canadian Roofing Contractors industry is projected to
decline 9.0%, though IVA is projected to increase over every year of the outlook period, signalling a short-term
rather than a long-term trend of decline.

As is typical of a mature industry, roofing products and methods have experienced little change over time. Though
the installation of environmentally friendly roofing systems such as solar panels and garden roofs has opened the
door for heightened expansion down the line, these trends are merely modifications to an existing product line and
do not represent an entirely new product altogether. More commonly, growth opportunities for an industry primarily
centre around shifts in demand. For example, a long-term increase in the average size of single-family homes
results in larger roof and wall areas being installed and maintained. Furthermore, the increased use of vinyl siding
compared with aluminum encourages growth in siding installation services. However, the improved durability of such
siding materials may limit demand for future maintenance and replacement services.

Finally, the essential nature of industry services creates wholehearted market acceptance. Although roofing and
siding work may be performed by other industries, such as the Commercial Building Construction industry in Canada
(IBISWorld report 23622aCA), specialist industry contractors are generally preferred for their expertise in
combination with their qualifications. This kind of stable acceptance of services demonstrates the industry's maturity
above all.
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Products & Markets
Supply Chain Key Buying Industries

1st Tier

Municipal Building Construction in Canada

Homebuilders in Canada

Apartment & Condominium Construction in Canada

Industrial Building Construction in Canada

Commercial Building Construction in Canada

2nd Tier

Remodelling in Canada

Educational Services In Canada

Manufacturing In Canada

Retail Trade In Canada

Accommodation and Food Services In Canada

Public Administration in Canada

Consumers in Canada

Key Selling Industries
1st Tier

Wood Panelling Manufacturing in Canada

Construction & Forestry Equipment Wholesaling in
Canada

Steel Rolling & Drawing in Canada

Construction Machinery Manufacturing in Canada

2nd Tier

Sawmills & Wood Production in Canada

General-Line Building Supplies Wholesaling in Canada

Lumber Wholesaling in Canada

Iron & Steel Manufacturing in Canada

Products & Services

  STEEP-SLOPE ROOFS

Also known as residential roofing, steep-slope roofs are expected to
generate 34.4% of revenue for the Canadian Roofing Contractors industry
in 2020.

This segment is expected to have decreased as a share of revenue over the five years to 2020. On average, steep-
slope roofs last longer compared with their low-sloped counterparts because they can shed water more efficiently
and are better protected from direct UV exposure. This product is often used by homebuilders, as its exterior
cladding is easily customized to fit the building's aesthetic. Additionally, its deep concavity is useful in maximizing a
home's living space.

SINGLE-PLY ROOFS

Almost exclusively used in the nonresidential building market, single-ply
roofs are a flat, factory-built membrane typically made of compounded
synthetic material such as rubber polymers and plastic polymers.

Single-ply roofs are popular among commercial and industrial building contractors given their consistent quality and
their ease-of-installation. Material compounds are easily mixed and matched to maximize the product's performance
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in different climates and under different weight-bearing scenarios. Over the past five years, this product segment
has increased as a share of industry revenue. Overall, IBISWorld estimates that single-ply roofs will generate 29.7%
of revenue in 2020.

LOW-SLOPE ROOFS

Low-slope roofs are popular in both the residential and nonresidential
building markets given their durability and their low cost.

In residential construction, low-slope roofs are used to cover nonliving spaces, such as garages or porches, rather
than the main structure. The product is also typically customizable to match the colour of the home's primary roof. A
longtime favourite among commercial, institutional and industrial building construction, low-slope roofs are prized for
their ability to both protect against the elements and help water to drain easily away, thus avoiding unsightly and
structurally dangerous pools from collecting. Overall, low-slope roofs have come to be lauded by environmentally
friendly consumers for their recyclability, low maintenance requirements and more general low life-cycle costs. In
2020, this product segment is projected to generate 11.6% of industry revenue, and has ultimately remained stable
during the period.

OTHER

Other industry products include metal roofing, concrete tiles, wooden
shakes and slate tiles, as well as garden roofs, solar panels and
elastomeric coating.

In recent years, both commercial and residential buildings have moved increasingly toward sustainable roofing
options, though this segment's overall share of industry revenue has remained stable. In particular, demand has
been sustained by strong support for Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) projects across
municipalities. According to the latest data available from the Canada Green Building Council (CaGBC), Canada is
home to over 4,000 certified LEED projects, with the CaGBC having registered over 8,000 LEED buildings in
Canada. Moreover, a sizable portion of these projects is located in Ontario alone, which contains the highest share
of the Canadian population.

Demand
Determinants

Demand for contractors in the Roofing Contractors industry in Canada
stems primarily from investment in residential and nonresidential
construction projects.

The commercial sector constitutes the second-largest market segment for the industry, accounting for a projected
22.9% of revenue in 2020. However, residential projects are typically much smaller in scale when compared with
nonresidential construction or other industrial projects. In addition, residential roofing projects involve a relatively
short build time, enabling contractors to take on more residential roofing projects in a given year. Conversely,
contracts for nonresidential roof construction can take much longer and are generally more complex.

Much similar to other industries active in the construction sector, demand for roofing services is dependent largely
on macroeconomic activity in general. Consequently, per capita disposable income, corporate profit and interest
rates play a vital role in determining overall industry demand. Rising incomes put homeownership within the reach of
more Canadians, which subsequently serves to bolster demand for new housing and, by extension, industry
services. Higher corporate profit levels influence various private businesses to increase their investments in new
warehouses and office space alike, which further benefits the industry. Additionally, the Bank of Canada's baseline
rate partially determines interest payments on loans offered by the banking sector, which affects both consumers
and businesses. Cutting interest rates reduces a homeowner's mortgage payment and increases a business's return
on investment for capital projects, both of which increase construction activity.

Nonresidential demand for roofing services hinges on the level of construction and maintenance activity in both the
commercial and industrial markets. Demand from the commercial sector has increased over the five years to 2020.
The recent boost in demand for industry services has been the result of a move to Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED)-certified buildings. Numerous organizations have also increased expenditure on new
roofing systems or alterations to existing systems, enabling buildings to be more energy efficient and sustainable.
Demand from the institutional sector has the least significant influence on industry performance, primarily because
these projects are smaller in scale.
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Major Markets

  RESIDENTIAL

In 2020, the Roofing Contractors industry in Canada is expected to derive
60.4% of its revenue through the residential construction market.

Some residential offerings that characterize this market include new roof installations, additions, repairs and
renovations. Historically, this segment has produced many small-scale projects for roofing contractors; however, the
residential market nonetheless accounts for the bulk of projects. This market segment's share of industry revenue
has decreased over the five years to 2020, as growth in the other markets has outweighed growth in the housing
market. Nevertheless, this segment is projected to decrease in 2020 specifically due to the COVID-19 (coronavirus)
pandemic, as individuals and families are becoming increasingly wary of interactions that may increase their
chances of contracting the virus and will likely hold off on roofing and other housework for this reason.

COMMERCIAL

The commercial market is expected to account for the second-largest
share of industry revenue in 2020, at a projected 22.9%.

This segment includes the roofing services that are typically provided in the construction of offices, retail stores,
hotels and entertainment buildings. Over the past five years, the performance of this sector has caused it to increase
as a share of industry revenue, as commercial construction projects grew due to major funding support from
Canada's Economic Action Plan implemented following the recession alongside Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design (LEED) initiatives. Similar to the residential segment, however, the commercial segment is
also projected to contract over 2020 due to the coronavirus pandemic, as the closure of nonessential businesses as
mandated by the Canadian government and the poor performance of the Canadian economy as a result of the
pandemic more generally has caused downstream commercial clients to hold off on unnecessary expenditures.

INDUSTRIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL

From a revenue sourcing standpoint, other markets have remained
comparatively stable during the five-year period.

These markets include industrial, municipal, manufacturing and other nonresidential building construction activities,
among others. These markets are collectively anticipated to account for 16.7% of revenue in 2020, with institutional
projects constituting an anticipated 8.8% of revenue and industrial building projects comprising an estimated 7.9% of
revenue.

Exports in this industry are    Low and Steady

Imports in this industry are    Low and Steady

Contractors in the Roofing Contractors industry in Canada operate locally. Therefore, the industry has no imports or
exports, although there may be limited contracting across shared borders with the United States.
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Business
Locations

  The spread of establishments within the Roofing Contractors industry in Canada is mostly concentrated across the Pacific and
Atlantic regions, and generally corresponds to the distribution of the Canadian population and high weather volatility. Additionally,
roofing contractors tend to locate in areas that are characterized by high demand for construction and renovation activity.

In accordance with its high share of the population and economic activity, Ontario is estimated to hold the highest share of
industry establishments at 43.9% in 2020. Major metropolitan areas such as Ottawa and Toronto have large single-family housing
and retail building markets, providing a steady level of demand for roofing services. For instance, Ontario hosts 36.8% of
establishments in the Homebuilders industry in Canada (IBISWorld report 23611aCA), a key downstream industry.

In 2020, Quebec accounts for the second-largest share of industry establishments at 15.9%. This region is home to a growing
metropolitan area and hosts 19.0% of establishments in the Canadian Homebuilders industry. British Columbia accounts for the
third-largest share of industry establishments at 15.6%, as it hosts a sizable residential and nonresidential market. In fact, British
Columbia hosts 21.2% of total establishments in the Homebuilders industry in Canada.
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Competitive Landscape
Market Share
Concentration

Concentration in this industry is    Low

The Roofing Contractors industry in Canada is characterized by a low level of market share concentration, with the
top four operators in the industry accounting for less than 5.0% of total revenue in 2020. The largest industry
operator, Flynn Canada Ltd., commands less than 2.0% of the market, with all other operators accounting for under
1.0% of revenue. According to Statistics Canada, most industry establishments (79.5%) employ fewer than 10
people, while an estimated 97.3% have fewer than 50 workers. Over the five years to 2020, the industry has grown
slightly more concentrated. As a result, smaller operators have endured rising competition from larger businesses
that benefit from greater name recognition and a well-established history of providing clients with quality service.
Although the industry has generated a growing portion of revenue from sustainable building projects in recent years,
much of these gains have gone to larger industry operators that can better afford to invest in the higher-priced
materials necessary for such construction.

Key Success
Factors

IBISWorld identifies 250 Key Success Factors for a business. The most important for this industry are:

Having a good reputation:
Much of the work in this market comes from referrals from satisfied clients, particularly building contractors. A
contractor must establish a sound reputation for quality and timeliness to obtain long-term success.

Having contacts within key markets:
It is important for contractors to establish close working relationships with major residential building or building
services management companies to generate repeat business.

Proximity to key markets:
Establishing a market presence in a region with rising building activity enables participants to operate more
efficiently.

Ability to compete on tender:
Contractors must be able to appropriately assess costs and margins for a job and win contract tenders.

Management of seasonal production:
The ability of contractors to read the building cycle and adapt to meet changing demand conditions is key to
succeeding in this industry.

Cost Structure
Benchmarks
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  Profit

Profit, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, is expected to
decrease from 8.3% of revenue in 2015 to 6.3% in 2020. However,
profit has remained fairly stable for most of the five years to 2020,
fluctuating between 7.0% and 8.0%. To this end, the significant
decrease in profit has largely occurred as a result of the COVID-19
(coronavirus) pandemic. Nevertheless, industry profit is expected to
recover quickly moving forward, as the effects of the coronavirus
pandemic are expected to be contained mostly to 2020, facilitating the
industry's recovery over the five years to 2025 regarding both its
revenue and profit performance.

 

  Wages

The industry is highly labour intensive, as its services are provided on-
site and therefore cannot be easily replicated by machinery.
Consequently, employee compensation, including payroll and fringe
benefits, is expected to account for 23.5% of revenue in 2020. This
represents an increase from 2015, when wages accounted for 21.8% of
total revenue. This may be due to a resurgence in hiring that occurred
in response to sustained growth in residential construction.

 

  Purchases

Purchases of roof building materials are a significant expense for this
industry, accounting for an estimated 60.8% of revenue in 2020. Since
contractors have differing methods in place when it comes to
constructing roofs, the type of material used varies among the
industry's operators. For instance, some contractors use traditional roof
materials for their projects, while others rely on more expensive green
and sustainable resources for Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design (LEED)-certified projects. Over the five years to 2020, the price
of many roofing materials has fallen, though industry purchases have
remained stable as a share of revenue overall. For instance, in 2015,
falling oil prices pushed down the price of some traditional roofing
materials, while a growth in the supply of sustainable materials such as
solar panels helped reduce the price of newer inputs.
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  Marketing

Although the industry is largely defined by localized private contractors
that rely on their good reputations to negotiate contracts and bring in
new business, marketing costs do not comprise a notable portion of
industry revenue. In 2020, marketing costs are expected to account for
1.3% of revenue.

 

  Depreciation

Depreciation refers to the decrease in the value of an asset with the
passage of time, most typically through wear-and-tear activity. In 2020,
depreciation charges are expected to account for 1.9% of industry
revenue.

 

  Rent

Rent costs for this industry mostly apply to larger operators, as smaller
individual contractors are much more mobile and are therefore not
necessarily required to operate out of a particular space. In 2020, rent
costs are expected to account for 1.6% of industry revenue.

 

  Utilities

Similar to rent costs, expenditure on utilities is more of a concern for
larger industry operators. In 2020, utilities are projected to account for
0.8% of industry revenue.
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  Other Costs

Other costs are estimated to account for 3.8% of industry revenue in
2020. These costs include sales and general administrative expenses
and professional fees, such as legal and accounting costs. Industry
operators also incur logistical costs aside from rent and utilities, in
addition to research and development expenses.

 

Basis of
Competition

Competition in this industry is    High and the trend is Steady

  INTERNAL COMPETITION

Companies within the Roofing Contractors industry in Canada primarily
compete on the basis of price, reputation, portfolio of past work and
quality.

Since roofing services are relatively homogenous, clients tend to consider price above other factors when choosing
a bid for a project. An operator's reputation for timeliness and quality of work is also important; a company known for
professionalism can justify somewhat higher prices and still expect to generate a healthy pipeline of work. In the
long term, competition among industry operators is intensified by the industry's low barriers to entry, which make it
easier for new enterprises to enter the market.

Residential roofing, siding and sheet metal contractors can identify potential customers in the repair and renovation
market with comparative ease by undertaking street surveys within a particular region and then directly approaching
prospective customers based on the condition of their roof or siding. Contractors can provide these customers with
unsolicited price estimates and point out successful local jobs they have previously completed, thereby generating
new demand based on reputation alone. Many local operators also rely heavily on establishing a relationship with
building contractors to tender for new construction contracts.

Larger contracting establishments can benefit from economies of scale via the purchase of bulk quantities of tile and
other roofing materials. Large companies often align with major roofing or siding manufacturers to gain an
advantage when competing for contracts. Larger operators also boast higher marketing budgets, promoting better
name brand recognition among property owners. In recent years, some larger operators have emphasized green
roofing products due to their growing popularity, including solar panels and garden roofs. By offering such products,
these operators are able to differentiate their services to compete on a basis other than pricing or reputation. Over
the five years to 2025, environmentally friendly products are expected to become more cost effective and
widespread, and establishments offering such services will be able to capitalize on this growing market. Currently,
Canada is estimated to be home to over 4,000 LEED-certified projects.

EXTERNAL COMPETITION

The industry competes with others that offer similar services, as
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companies in the Industrial Building Construction (IBISWorld report
23621CA) and Commercial Building Construction (23622aCA) industries in
Canada also perform roof and siding installation rather than hiring a
specialist from the domestic Roofing Contractors industry.

Moreover, industry operators also compete with operators that install other types of building exteriors, such as glass
and glazing contractors. Finally, roofing contractors endure external competition from general contractors, as well as
consumers and building managers who maintain their own roofs.

Businesses in the industry can negate such competition by highlighting the specialized nature of their work and
emphasizing the knowledge and attention they bring to roofing or siding jobs, as opposed to such work comprising
only one component of a more general construction business. Likewise, contractors can leverage this specific
roofing or siding expertise to convince general contractors and homeowners that hiring an industry contractor or
operator will produce better results than doing the work in-house.

Barriers to
Entry

Barriers to Entry in this industry are    Low and the trend is Steady

  Barriers to entry into the Roofing Contractors industry in
Canada are relatively low, although new entrants may
have difficulty competing with established operators that
have achieved a reputation for quality work in either
general or specialized areas. This lack of a proven track
record with demonstrated capabilities may also restrict
entrants from securing public sector contracts. Further,
there may be concerns among material suppliers and
building developers about the ability of new operators to
meet financial commitments, completion dates or required
standards of quality.

Initial capital outlays are low and are limited to roof
materials, power tools and equipment, tile elevators,
scaffolding and harnessing equipment and transportation,
which is often limited to a single truck or van. Sheet metal
contractors experience higher entry costs associated with
the purchase of sheet metal turning and cutting
equipment.

The highly fragmented and localized nature of the industry
also contributes to its low barriers to entry. While few
operators experience name recognition and operate on a
national scale, more than 50.0% of operators are local,
with nearly 80.0% of the industry's operators employing
fewer than nine people. Specializing in a niche service
segment, such as green or solar roofing, can lead to
steady demand for new industry entrants.

Barriers to Entry Checklist

Competition High  

Concentration Low  

Life Cycle Stage Mature  

Technology Change Medium  

Regulation & Policy Medium  

Industry Assistance Low  

Industry
Globalization

Globalization in this industry is    Low and the trend is Steady

  The Roofing Contractors industry in Canada is highly localized and there is little to no foreign ownership of industry
companies. Since construction work is location-based and draws on local labour markets, globalization is very low
among contractor industries.
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Major Companies
There are no major players in this industry

Other Companies Flynn Canada Ltd.

  Market Share: 1.8%
  Established in 1978 in Winnipeg, MB, Flynn Canada Ltd. (Flynn) is one of Canada's largest trade contractors,

providing contracting services in institutional, commercial and industrial construction markets, though Flynn's sole
focus in its early years was commercial roofing contracting. Today, the company performs a wide array of services,
including, but not limited to, glazing and curtain wall services, specialty glass wall systems, skylights, storefront
entrances, windows, interior glazing and design assistance. Flynn operates in the Roofing Contractors industry in
Canada through its roofing system services segment. Within this segment, Flynn offers downstream consumers new
and built-up roofing, modified bitumen roofing, single-ply roofing, liquid-applied systems and roof replacements.
Other specialized roofing services offered by the company include preventative roof maintenance, emergency
services, alterations and retrofits, maintenance audits and roof asset management. In 2018, Flynn was voted one of
Canada's best managed companies for the 19th year in a row.

Flynn acts as the largest operator in the Canadian Roofing Contractors industry specifically, despite the company
also maintaining operations in the United States. Although Flynn is a privately owned company, meaning extensive
analysis of its financial position is not publicly available, Flynn's well-established position as a market leader in
various cutting-edge technologies such as green roofing construction has ultimately aided in supporting the
company's growth. In 2020, the company is expected to generate $162.3 million in industry-relevant revenue.

Atlas-Apex Roofing Inc.

  Market Share: 0.4%
  Atlas-Apex Roofing Inc. (Atlas) emerged in 1928 as a roofing contractor with facilities in Ontario. The private

company has since grown to become one of the largest providers of the industry's services. Atlas has expanded its
breadth of projects to include emergency roofing repairs, reroofing and restoration services, siding and sheet metal
services and waterproofing. As of 2020, the company provides its services to the industrial, commercial, institutional
and residential markets. Similar to the other industry players mentioned here, this company is private. As a result, it
does not disclose its revenue. However, in 2020, IBISWorld estimates that the company will generate $34.0 million
in industry-relevant revenue, constituting a market share of 0.4%.

Bothwell-Accurate Co. Ltd.

  Market Share: 0.3%
  Founded in 1927 as RSC Bothwell and Associates, Bothwell-Accurate Co. Ltd. provides roofing and waterproofing

services to its industrial, commercial and institutional building clients located in the Greater Toronto area. The
company provides reroofing and new roofing systems and related projects that include, but are not limited to, roofing
repairs, maintenance, replacement, roofing analysis and installation services. In 2020, IBISWorld estimates that the
company will generate $30.7 million in industry-relevant revenue, reflecting a market share of 0.3%.

Nedlaw Roofing Limited

  Market Share: 0.3%
  Nedlaw Roofing Limited (Nedlaw) represents one of Ontario's largest roofing contractors, providing roofing services

primarily to the industrial, institutional and commercial industries, though the company extends its roofing services to
the residential market as well. Nedlaw was established in 1988 and provides a diverse range of services to its
clients, including minor roof repair, maintenance programs, reroofing and new roof installations, with the company
having expanded its product offerings over the five years to 2020. In 2020, IBISWorld anticipates that Nedlaw's
industry-relevant revenue will total $28.3 million, corresponding to a market share of 0.3%.
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Operating Conditions

Capital
Intensity

The level of capital intensity is    Low

  The Roofing Contractors industry in Canada experiences a
low level of capital intensity, with industry operators
spending an estimated $0.08 on capital for every $1.00
spent on labour in 2020, down slightly from $0.09 in 2015.
Industry workers primarily use simple tools to perform the
installation and repairs of roofs and siding. Nonetheless,
companies incur minor capital costs, which include the use
and replacement of equipment and vehicles. Moving
forward, IBISWorld expects the industry to potentially
experience an increase in its capital intensity, as projects
that are energy efficient in nature are growing in popularity
and typically require the use of heavier and more
expensive equipment.
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Technology &
Systems

Potential Disruptive Innovation: Factors Driving Threat of Change

Level Factor Disruptive
Effect

Description

Low Rate of
Innovation

Unlikely A ranked measure for the number of patents
assigned to an industry. A faster rate of new
patent additions to the industry increases the
likelihood of a disruptive innovation occurring.

Very High Innovation
Concentration

Very Likely A measure for the mix of patent classes
assigned to the industry. A greater
concentration of patents in one area increases
the likelihood of technological disruption of
incumbent operators.

High Ease of Entry Likely A qualitative measure of barriers to entry. Fewer
barriers to entry increases the likelihood that
new entrants can disrupt incumbents by putting
new technologies to use.

High Rate of Entry Likely Annualized growth in the number of enterprises
in the industry, ranked against all other
industries. A greater intensity of companies
entering an industry increases the pool of
potential disruptors.

Very High Market
Concentration

Very Likely A ranked measure of the largest core market for
the industry. Concentrated core markets
present a low-end market or new market entry
point for disruptive technologies to capture
market share.

  The rate of new patent technologies entering the industry is low, which limits the potential for innovations. A low rate does
not mean that innovations cannot occur, just that the likelihood of some innovation materializing as a threat is lower.
However, the concentration of technologies is high in this industry. This suggests that industry operators have exposure to
potentially unforeseen areas of innovation.

This technology trend is underscored by structural factors that support new entrants. An accommodative structure can
create a situation where small entrants can focus on less profitable albeit innovative industry entry points. Or, large
operators in other industries can leverage expertise in other areas to enter the industry from a new angle.

The major markets for this industry are highly concentrated, which implies that the market has a focus on key customer
segments. This presents an opportunity for strategic entrance into lower-end markets or unserved markets for innovations
to take on a disruptive trajectory.

Operators in the Roofing Contractors industry in Canada are not affected
significantly by technological change that is occurring in competing or
adjacent industries.

This is primarily because roofing contractors provide essential services that cannot be easily mechanized or replaced.
However, industry operators are leveraging new advancements in drone technology to more efficiently provide the
industry's range of services. Although this may change the landscape for how industry operators conduct their operations
moving forward, this type of advancement is occurring within the industry itself and therefore does not present a form of
technological disruption, as roofing contractors are still the ones controlling these drones.

The level of technology change is    Medium

  The Roofing Contractors industry in Canada is characterized by a medium
level of technological change, driven largely by the rise of environmentally
friendly roofing products.

A variety of these eco-friendly roofing products have become popular over the five years to 2020, aided by regulations such
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as the Toronto Bylaw. Some of the products reduce energy consumption by reflecting heat rather than absorbing it. Others
use solar power panels to help clients reduce electricity costs by generating a structure's own power; and finally, garden
roofs use lawns and vegetation to absorb rainwater, reduce runoff and help in stabilizing a structure's interior temperature,
as well as reducing heating and air conditioning costs. While these systems have become increasingly efficient over the
current period, they are still relatively expensive, hindering more widespread consumer demand.

The development of energy-saving roof coatings is yet another growing industry trend. These coatings can often be used
on both new and existing roof systems, extending the life of roof systems and improving energy efficiency and helping
building owners meet the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design standards.

Other new siding products have taken a small share of the industry's market. For example, Novabrik is a mortarless and
interlocking brick that attaches to wood and metal studs or concrete structures. Similarly, Liquid Siding offers an alternative
to existing vinyl siding. Liquid Siding uses a thin layer of ceramic microspheres that reduce energy consumption through the
absorption of heat. The product, which is applied to any exterior surface, has been used on many large-scale nonresidential
buildings.

In addition, labour-saving technology in the roofing segment includes better methods of conveying construction materials to
the rooftop, advancements in harnessing and scaffolding technologies and computerized cutting and notching capabilities.
Industry operators are extensively using modern belt-type elevators, which can be operated remotely, to lift their load over
the ridge top of the roof in question. While these elevators represent labour-saving devices for roofing contractors, they
have been available for some time and unfortunately offer very little service differentiation. More recent innovations in metal
roll-forming technology, however, have helped roofing contractors who serve commercial and industrial building markets by
reducing their labour costs. Newer roll-forming machines have advanced computerized controls that reduce costs while
also making metal roofing systems more viable for many of the industry's customers. Lastly, Building Information Modelling
(BIM) continues to significantly influence industry operators; contractors use this technology to create custom roofing
systems that offer the most optimal performance for customers.

Revenue
Volatility

The level of volatility is    Medium

  Over the five years to 2020, the Roofing Contractors industry in Canada has
displayed a medium level of revenue volatility overall.

However, during the majority of the period, variations in the level of demand from public and private entities have been
minimal. To this end, the industry's volatility in revenue can primarily be attributed to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic,
as revenue is projected to decline 7.1% in 2020 and has therefore influenced industry volatility to reach a moderate level
compared with the rest of the period, where fluctuations in revenue were more minimal. In 2018, the industry experienced
its largest revenue increase of 5.2%, with industry revenue fluctuating an average of 4.7% year-over-year during the five-
year period as a whole.

Regulation &
Policy

The level of regulation is    Medium and the trend is Increasing

The Roofing Contractors industry in Canada is subject to a range of regulatory
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controls that involve all tiers of government and associations.

Existing regulations can cover issues such as building standards, pollution controls and energy-efficiency compliance, as
well as occupational health and safety issues. For instance, Toronto's Green Roof Bylaw, enacted in 2009, requires green
roofs for all new development projects above 200.0 square metres. As a result, regulatory compliance can add to the cost
of operating businesses within this industry. However, over the long term, certain regulations will likely reduce a contractor's
exposure to litigation associated with poor workmanship and workplace accidents. Furthermore, regulations may contribute
to lower insurance premiums and costs associated with labour turnover, with regulations that specifically promote energy
efficiency likely to push demand for industry services higher.

Awareness of industry standards is perhaps best promoted by relevant industry-specific associations such as the Canadian
Roofing Contractors Association and the National Roofing Contractors Association, in addition to provincial organizations
such as the Ontario Industrial Roofing Contractors Association and the Roofing Contractors Association of British
Columbia. Other organizations that are more global in scope, such as the International Code Council and the International
Conference of Building Officials, also determine standards for material specifications, installation and testing procedures,
with building inspectors monitoring and ultimately enforcing these standards. Design standards involve the minimum criteria
that apply to particular aspects of building and roof system design.

Roofing contractors are generally required to obtain a contractor licence or permit, primarily as proof of insurance. In certain
provinces, a licence to operate is only granted after passing an exam, paying a licence fee and undertaking an
apprenticeship. Contractors who work with asbestos must usually obtain formal training and a licence. On-the-job training is
the predominant mode of training in the industry, with apprenticeship courses having few, if any, college-based technical
requirements.

Industry
Assistance

The level of industry assistance is    Low and the trend is Steady

The Roofing Contractors industry in Canada encounters no foreign import
competition, and unlike most specialty contracting industries in Canada, is not
afforded any type of tariff or import protection.

Nonetheless, the industry is supported by several organizations, such as the Canadian Roofing Contractors Association
(CRCA) and the National Roofing Contractors Association (NRCA). These associations provide education and resources to
their member companies, and seek to both represent the interests of roofing contractors and act as a voice for the roofing
industry in aggregate regarding information, education and technological advancement initiatives. The NRCA, for example,
has over 3,500 members from over 50 countries, and the CRCA's members include some of the industry's largest roofing
contractors such as Flynn Canada Ltd., Bothwell-Accurate Co. Ltd. and Atlas-Apex Roofing Inc. Additionally, the federal
and provincial governments of Canada provide the industry with a form of indirect assistance through the provision of
government contracts.

Nevertheless, as a result of the recent effects of COVID-19 (coronavirus) on the Canadian economy, the federal
government passed the COVID-19 Economic Response Plan beginning in March to assist various businesses across
Canada whose operations have been negatively affected by the pandemic. More specifically, this includes the industry's
operators, as roof work is considered a nonessential activity and all nonessential businesses across the country have been
ordered by the federal and provincial governments to close to slow the spread of the virus. Although these orders have
been lifted in some provinces as of the time of this writing, and although the country as a whole is moving toward reopening
more generally, revenue is nonetheless projected to suffer over the current year. To this end, roofing contractors that wish
to offset the detrimental effects of the novel coronavirus on their business operations have a host of options available to
them when it comes to receiving government assistance. For instance, operators can apply for the Canada Emergency
Wage Subsidy (CEWS). Under the CEWS, the government commits to covering up to 75.0% of an employee's wages for all
eligible employers. This initiative seeks to enable operators to not only rehire employees that were laid off due to the crisis,
but also to avoid instituting layoffs in the first place.

In addition, the Canada Emergency Business Account provides industry operators with interest-free loans up to $40,000 for
qualifying small businesses, to help cover operators' costs during a period of reduced operating revenue due to the
coronavirus pandemic. Since the majority of industry companies are small, with 79.5% of operators employing fewer than
10 individuals, many industry operators may qualify for these loans, further assisting them in protecting their respective
businesses during a time of national crisis.
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Key Statistics
Industry Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

Residential
Renovation

Expenditure
($m)

2011 7,973 2,564 6,891 6,874 37,326 N/A N/A 1,848 N/A 45.4
2012 8,512 2,753 6,815 6,799 37,978 N/A N/A 1,990 N/A 45.9
2013 9,064 2,816 7,156 7,139 37,653 N/A N/A 1,998 N/A 46.7
2014 9,340 2,976 7,662 7,644 37,655 N/A N/A 2,077 N/A 48.4
2015 9,522 3,046 7,920 7,901 37,151 N/A N/A 2,074 N/A 49.1
2016 9,366 2,967 8,206 8,186 36,554 N/A N/A 2,063 N/A 50.6
2017 9,182 2,824 8,322 8,295 36,064 N/A N/A 1,999 N/A 52.3
2018 9,662 3,141 8,896 8,861 37,460 N/A N/A 2,188 N/A 53.0
2019 9,694 3,137 8,696 8,663 37,758 N/A N/A 2,226 N/A 53.2
2020 9,010 2,855 8,638 8,633 36,104 N/A N/A 2,116 N/A 50.4
2021 9,366 3,096 8,918 8,909 37,153 N/A N/A 2,182 N/A 52.6
2022 9,790 3,186 9,199 9,182 38,384 N/A N/A 2,260 N/A 53.3
2023 10,064 3,263 9,424 9,381 39,255 N/A N/A 2,313 N/A 54.0
2024 10,278 3,321 9,619 9,556 40,001 N/A N/A 2,358 N/A 55.0
2025 10,481 3,377 9,818 9,753 40,764 N/A N/A 2,404 N/A 56.0

Annual Change

Year
Revenue

(%)
IVA
(%)

Establishments
(%)

Enterprises
(%)

Employment
(%)

Exports
(%)

Imports
(%)

Wages
(%)

Domestic
Demand

(%)

Residential
Renovation

Expenditure
(%)

2011 3.86 6.97 1.89 1.88 8.47 N/A N/A 8.04 N/A 1.74
2012 6.75 7.37 -1.11 -1.10 1.74 N/A N/A 7.65 N/A 1.11
2013 6.48 2.27 5.00 5.00 -0.86 N/A N/A 0.40 N/A 1.71
2014 3.04 5.68 7.07 7.07 0.00 N/A N/A 3.93 N/A 3.73
2015 1.94 2.34 3.36 3.36 -1.34 N/A N/A -0.14 N/A 1.36
2016 -1.64 -2.60 3.61 3.60 -1.61 N/A N/A -0.51 N/A 3.12
2017 -1.97 -4.84 1.41 1.33 -1.35 N/A N/A -3.11 N/A 3.29
2018 5.22 11.2 6.89 6.82 3.87 N/A N/A 9.40 N/A 1.32
2019 0.33 -0.13 -2.25 -2.24 0.79 N/A N/A 1.74 N/A 0.48
2020 -7.06 -8.99 -0.67 -0.35 -4.39 N/A N/A -4.92 N/A -5.28
2021 3.95 8.43 3.24 3.19 2.90 N/A N/A 3.11 N/A 4.29
2022 4.52 2.90 3.15 3.06 3.31 N/A N/A 3.55 N/A 1.28
2023 2.79 2.41 2.44 2.16 2.26 N/A N/A 2.37 N/A 1.37
2024 2.12 1.76 2.06 1.86 1.90 N/A N/A 1.94 N/A 1.80
2025 1.98 1.68 2.06 2.06 1.90 N/A N/A 1.92 N/A 1.92

Key Ratios

Year
IVA/Revenue

(%)

Imports/
Demand

(%)

Exports/
Revenue

(%)

Revenue per
Employee

($'000)

Wages/
Revenue

(%)

Employees per
estab.
(Units) Average Wage  ($)

2011 32.2 N/A N/A 214 23.2 5.42 49,518
2012 32.3 N/A N/A 224 23.4 5.57 52,393
2013 31.1 N/A N/A 241 22.0 5.26 53,061
2014 31.9 N/A N/A 248 22.2 4.91 55,148
2015 32.0 N/A N/A 256 21.8 4.69 55,824
2016 31.7 N/A N/A 256 22.0 4.45 56,448
2017 30.8 N/A N/A 255 21.8 4.33 55,440
2018 32.5 N/A N/A 258 22.6 4.21 58,396
2019 32.4 N/A N/A 257 23.0 4.34 58,946
2020 31.7 N/A N/A 250 23.5 4.18 58,617
2021 33.1 N/A N/A 252 23.3 4.17 58,735
2022 32.5 N/A N/A 255 23.1 4.17 58,873
2023 32.4 N/A N/A 256 23.0 4.17 58,933
2024 32.3 N/A N/A 257 22.9 4.16 58,959
2025 32.2 N/A N/A 257 22.9 4.15 58,969

Figures are inflation adjusted to 2020
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Additional Resources
Additional
Resources

Canada Green Building Council
http://www.cagbc.org

Canadian Roofing Contractors Association (CRCA)
http://www.roofingcanada.com

National Roofing Contractors Association (NRCA)
http://www.nrca.net

Construction Canada
http://www.constructioncanada.net

Statistics Canada
http://www.statcan.gc.ca

Industry Jargon LEADERSHIP IN ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN
An environmental building certificate program that was established under the Canada Green Building Council and
certifies buildings that meet energy-efficiency and green requirements.

SHINGLE
A thin oblong piece of material, usually wood, slate or asphalt, used in overlapping rows to cover the roof or sides of
a building.

SIDING
Products used for surfacing or cladding the exterior walls of buildings such as timber, vinyl sheeting or shingles.

Glossary BARRIERS TO ENTRY
High barriers to entry mean that new companies struggle to enter an industry, while low barriers mean it is easy for
new companies to enter an industry.

CAPITAL INTENSITY
Compares the amount of money spent on capital (plant, machinery and equipment) with that spent on labour.
IBISWorld uses the ratio of depreciation to wages as a proxy for capital intensity. High capital intensity is more than
$0.333 of capital to $1 of labour; medium is $0.125 to $0.333 of capital to $1 of labour; low is less than $0.125 of
capital for every $1 of labour.

CONSTANT PRICES
The dollar figures in the Key Statistics table, including forecasts, are adjusted for inflation using the current year (i.e.
year published) as the base year. This removes the impact of changes in the purchasing power of the dollar, leaving
only the "real" growth or decline in industry metrics. The inflation adjustments in IBISWorld’s reports are made using
Statistics Canada's implicit GDP price deflator.

DOMESTIC DEMAND
Spending on industry goods and services within Canada, regardless of their country of origin. It is derived by adding
imports to industry revenue, and then subtracting exports.

EMPLOYMENT
The number of permanent, part-time, temporary and casual employees, working proprietors, partners, managers
and executives within the industry.

ENTERPRISE
A division that is separately managed and keeps management accounts. Each enterprise consists of one or more
establishments that are under common ownership or control.

ESTABLISHMENT
The smallest type of accounting unit within an enterprise, an establishment is a single physical location where
business is conducted or where services or industrial operations are performed. Multiple establishments under
common control make up an enterprise.

EXPORTS
Total value of industry goods and services sold by Canadian companies to customers abroad.

IMPORTS
Total value of industry goods and services brought in from foreign countries to be sold in Canada.
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INDUSTRY CONCENTRATION
An indicator of the dominance of the top four players in an industry. Concentration is considered high if the top
players account for more than 70% of industry revenue. Medium is 40% to 70% of industry revenue. Low is less
than 40%.

INDUSTRY REVENUE
The total sales of industry goods and services (exclusive of excise and sales tax); subsidies on production; all other
operating income from outside the firm (such as commission income, repair and service income, and rent, leasing
and hiring income); and capital work done by rental or lease. Receipts from interest royalties, dividends and the sale
of fixed tangible assets are excluded.

INDUSTRY VALUE ADDED
The market value of goods and services produced by the industry minus the cost of goods and services used in
production. IVA is also described as the industry's contribution to GDP, or profit plus wages and depreciation.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE
The level of international trade is determined by ratios of exports to revenue and imports to domestic demand. For
exports/revenue: low is less than 5%; medium is 5% to 20%; and high is more than 20%. Imports/domestic demand:
low is less than 5%; medium is 5% to 35%; and high is more than 35%.

LIFE CYCLE
All industries go through periods of growth, maturity and decline. IBISWorld determines an industry's life cycle by
considering its growth rate (measured by IVA) compared with GDP; the growth rate of the number of establishments;
the amount of change the industry's products are undergoing; the rate of technological change; and the level of
customer acceptance of industry products and services.

NONEMPLOYING ESTABLISHMENT
Businesses with no paid employment or payroll, also known as nonemployers. These are mostly set up by self-
employed individuals.

PROFIT
IBISWorld uses earnings before interest and tax (EBIT) as an indicator of a company’s profitability. It is calculated as
revenue minus expenses, excluding interest and tax.

REGIONS
Prairies | AB, SK, MB
Atlantic | NB, NS, PE, NL
Territories | YT, NT, NU

VOLATILITY
The level of volatility is determined by averaging the absolute change in revenue in each of the past five years.
Volatility levels: very high is more than ±20%; high volatility is ±10% to ±20%; moderate volatility is ±3% to ±10%;
and low volatility is less than ±3%.

WAGES
The gross total wages and salaries of all employees in the industry.



IBISWorld helps you find the industry
information you need – fast.

With our trusted research covering thousands of global industries, you’ll get a quick and intelligent
overview of any industry so you can get up to speed in minutes. In every report, you’ll find
actionable insights, comprehensive data and in-depth analysis to help you make smarter, faster
business decisions. If you’re not yet a member of IBISWorld, contact us at 1-800-330-3772 or
info@ibisworld.com to learn more.

DISCLAIMER
This product has been supplied by IBISWorld Inc. (‘IBISWorld’) solely for use by its authorized licenses strictly in
accordance with their license agreements with IBISWorld. IBISWorld makes no representation to any other person
with regard to the completeness or accuracy of the data or information contained herein, and it accepts no
responsibility and disclaims all liability (save for liability which cannot be lawfully disclaimed) for loss or damage
whatsoever suffered or incurred by any other person resulting from the use of, or reliance upon, the data or
information contained herein. Copyright in this publication is owned by IBISWorld Inc. The publication is sold on
the basis that the purchaser agrees not to copy the material contained within it for other than the purchasers own
purposes. In the event that the purchaser uses or quotes from the material in this publication – in papers, reports,
or opinions prepared for any other person – it is agreed that it will be sourced to: IBISWorld Inc.

Copyright 2020 IBISWorld Inc.
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